make a pom pom
WE ARE SO THRILLED THAT THIS POM POM KIT HAS
LANDED YOUR HANDS! WE HOPE THAT THIS KIT AND THE
RESULTING POM POMS WILL BRING YOU A SMILE OR TEN.
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Pom Poms
SKILL LEVEL
MATERIALS






BEGINNER / EASY

yarn (included here)
some cardboard (should be firm)
a pencil or pen
a pair of scissors (to cut cardboard template/yarn)
circular items to trace: one big (a glass is perfect), one small
(bottle cap or a bit bigger). *The size of your items will dictate
the size of the pom pom

INSTRUCTIONS IN 10 EASY STEPS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

On your cardboard, trace your big circle and then trace your small
circle in the middle of the big circle so that it looks like a doughnut
Cut out your cardboard doughnut
Cut the cardboard ring in one spot from outer edge to inner edge
Start wrapping the yarn around the doughnut making sure to wrap
yarn around the whole circle. The more wraps you make the fuller
the pom pom
Continue to wrap the yarn until there is a tiny hole in the middle
Carefully cut through the wrapped yarn around the outer edge of
the cardboard
Secure the pom pom around the middle with a piece of yarn that is
10 inches, tying it as tight as you can! Leave yarn tails on so you can
secure it to your project or cut them off once you complete Step 9.
Remove the cardboard by sliding it off the pom pom
Use scissors to trim the pom pom until it is round with even edges
Celebrate your pom pom making success!
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